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UNIT TWO: RECENT DISCOVERIES AND CREATIONS 

AE 05: Demonstrate understanding of main ideas and explicit information in simple oral texts of 

various lengths and interactions that present authentic use of language. 

 

I. Look at the following video and asnwer the questiosn below paying attention about 

the corresponding verebal tense. Do not forget to answer using long answers. (16 

pts) 

https://youtu.be/XOLOLrUBRBY 

 

a) What´s the boy´s name and where is he from? 

b) What does he like to do? 

c) Where does he look for materials to make his inventions? 

d) What did he make and why did he do it? 

e) How long did he stay in M.I.T and why was he invited to be there? 

f) What does M.I.T mean? 

g) Why did he think his community need a radio station? 

h) Which one will be his next invention and why? 

 

 

II. Match the words with their corresponding meaning. (7 points) 

 

a) Drill   ___a container for waste 

b) Schedule  ___a purpose or intention; a desired outcome. 

c) Empowerment  ___a tool or machine that makes holes 

d) Spark plug  ___the process of becoming stronger and more confident 

e) Trash can  ___ an invitation to do something difficult, funny or embarrassing. 

f) Challenge  ___a plan for carrying out a process or procedure 

g) Aim   ___a device in an engine that produce spark that light the fuel and  

      Makes the engine start. 

 

 

III. Use the following words and create and write complete sentences, using theverbal 

tense that you decide. Do not copy sentences from exercise II. (7 pts) 

 

AIM – SCHEDULE – EMPOWERMENT – SPARK PLUG – 
TRASH CAN – CHALLENGE - DRILL 

 

a) _________________________________________________________________ 

b) _________________________________________________________________ 

c) _________________________________________________________________ 

https://youtu.be/XOLOLrUBRBY
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/tool
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/machine
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/es-LA/dictionary/english/hole


d) __________________________________________________________________ 

e) __________________________________________________________________ 

f) __________________________________________________________________ 

g) __________________________________________________________________ 

 

IV. Complete the following sentences using if clauses type I, you choose verbs to 

complete. (20 pts) 

 

1. If Caroline and Sue________________ the salad, Phil _________________ the house. 

2. If Sue ____________the onions for the salad, Caroline _____________the mushrooms. 

3. Jane ______________ the sitting room if Aaron and Tim ______________ the furniture. 

4. If Bob _____________ up the kitchen, Anita _________________ the toilet. 

5. Elaine _______________ the drinks if somebody ________________ her carry the bottles. 

6. If Alan and Rebecca ____________ the food, Mary and Conor _________ the sandwiches. 

7. If Bob ______________ after the barbecue, Sue _______________ the guests in. 

8. Frank ____________ the DJ if the others _______________ along their CDs. 

9. Alan _____________ the drinks if Jane _____________ him some of her cocktail recipes. 

10. If they all _____________ their best, the party _______________ great. 

 

 

V. Complete the senteces with the object and the year they were done. (10 pts) 

 

 

a) George Devol designed a type of R_________________ in the year __________ 

b) Alexander Graham Bell made the first T____________call in the year _________ 

c) Lazlo Biro invented a type of pen __________________ in the year __________ 

d) The Wright brothers invented th first A_______________ in the year __________ 

e) John Boyd Dunlop invented the rubber T _______________ in the year ____________ 

 

 

 

VI. Complete the sentence using the words from the box. (7 pts) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) Before the inventio of the rubber tyre, _________________ was very unconfortable. 

b) Before the invention of the aeroplane, people ___________ acroos the Atlantic by ship. 

c) Aeroplanes can fly from London to New York in less than 7 ____________. 

d) Before the invention of the ballpoint pen, people used ____________and fountain pens to 

write. 

e)  Before the invention of the telephone, people sent ____________ and telegrams. Mobile 

phones can take _____________ and send texr messages. 

f) Robots do Jobs that are difficult or too ______________ for people. 

 

Cycling – potos – hours – letters – dangerous – 

quills - travelled 


